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About This Content

The Bibot Box contains a classic robot vanity set for your character in Portal Knights including:

- Bibot Arms
- Bibot Body

- Bibot Helmet
- Bibot Legs

Access your robot vanity set from the in-game shop in Portal Knights.

Take down the evil that has invaded the worlds of Portal Knights in this action-RPG sandbox game! Travel between randomly
generated worlds and meet new characters. Level up your character and battle monsters unleashed by The Fracture. Explore
each world and mine resources required to craft unique and powerful items. Rebuild the worlds in ever-changing landscapes.

Restore peace to the world by defeating the Portal Guardians and becoming the ultimate Portal Knight!
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Title: Portal Knights - Bibot Box
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Keen Games
Publisher:
505 Games
Release Date: 18 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 64bit Versions of Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: AMD Phenom(tm) 8450 Triple-Core Processor (3 CPUs), ~2.1GHz or Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 @ 3.0 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 470 (1Gb VRAM) / ATI Radeon TM HD 6870 (1Gb VRAM)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: On Board

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Finnish,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Simplified
Chinese,Swedish,Polish,Turkish,Czech,Thai
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Really liked this game until the last update. I've started over many times with friends, and now it seems like a chore. The new
leveling system took the fun out of the game.. This game is absolutely horrible and NOT worth the money. I bought it a while
ago and played it BEFORE steam had their refund system. It was full of cheaters, buggy, unstable, poor performance, server
issues, and tons of micro transactions that the company never fulfilled and ripped people off. Many people lost money to this
game and the creators.

DO NOT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, BUY THIS GAME.

NOT TO MENTION, THE SERVERS HAVE BEEN SHUT DOWN. IT DOESN'T EVEN WORK ANYMORE.. good HO
game. Leaving Lyndow is a gorgeous 1hr preview of a larger project currently in development. Basically a young scientist in a
science exploration guild explores an island called Eastshade. There are more details at the official site: 
http://www.eastshade.com/. While this is really really good and a really really good scenery, it does not work with Ground
Services X. I bought this and tried using it with GSX but it would not correlate the gates properly. In the end I had to buy it from
ORBX's online store.. Think of 'This Grand Life' as a tabletop rpg alternative to The Sims. Personally, because I already own
The Sims, [and prefer it despite 'This Grand Life''s various pros in comparison] I am most likely going to refund this game..
Good atmospheric game with two endings, sibling to Limbo.

PROS:

++ Simple graphics with nice visuals.
+ Good atmosphere.
+ Good variety of changing themes\/background.
+ Simply to control.
+ Lack of any disturbing in-game menus.
+ Sound & Music.
+ Two endings.

CONS:

--- Too short, under 2h you beat the game.
- Game is too easy - puzzles could be a bit harder - I didn't use any guide or help during the game, which tells all.

VERDICT:

8\/10. I had high hopes after I played the free verison but this..... I don't know what this is...... Just finished watching the entire
package. Anthony really knows what he is doing, and also delivers some good tips about how to approach your projects - from
idea to conclusion. Very happy with the investment!. A beautifully minimalistic puzzler. Not as easy to understand as
YANKAI'S TRIANGLE, but as addictive. Recommended.
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Am of tricks by Polen, not good enough gaem.. Enjoying this so far - it\u2019s a little bit moba and a little bit RTS, but I
haven\u2019t really seen anything that works the way this game does. It feels surprisingly good for an indie game, though there
are times where getting body-blocked feels super bad. Anyways, you get robots from fighting monsters at these camps around
the map, and killing the other guys commanders wins a round. I feel like there\u2019s a lot about how you pick which camps to
battle and which units you decide to transform that adds depth to the game.

Looking forward to unlocking the second faction commanders - I saw somebody playing them and their unit\u2019s abilities
look pretty cool. Might update afterwards.. A very simple yet cute Christmas themed tower defense game. Great for beginners
in this genre and easy enough for children to enjoy. No flaws in gameplay that I can see and even though it's short for .99 cents
it's worth it at that price. You'll need to do more than one play thru to get all the achievements it took 1.4 hours total to unlock
them all for me.. VALA(Vicious Attack Llama Apocalypse), only going to say that part once, is a "twin stick" shooter, can also
be played with keyboard and mouse. Im a pretty good gamer, for what its worth, and while the game is deffinately difficult, it
also comes down a little bit to luck on what drops, and what good combinations you can make, some guns are...good? but some
have issues like plasma going over their heads, and grenade bounces doing exactly that. Game is fun and the room style smash tv
ish and directions give you a choice of upgrades sometimes.

possible SPOILER ALERT!
7 hours in and I have already beaten the game, it was a fun ride but i felt some things were missing, the final fight might be
buggy, llamas didnt coume out till halfway through, never saw the final llama, where the heck is it? Would have been nice to see
some boss llamas, was really hoping for a 4th act, but infinity mode is nice, but it doesnt offer challenges to finish my collection
of stuff. It would also have been nice to have different objectives other than kill llamas, or kill llama spawners, maybe capture a
point? or defend an object(other than that 1 turret in that 1 map)? or perhaps race to the end.

. FAIL! FAIL! FAIL!

I love choose your own adventure, and consequence-based gaming... I also love a game that has the courage to stand on it's own
without bells and whistles, or even graphics.... and this game would be GREAT in that regard...

IF IT WERE PLAYABLE!

NO SAVE FUNCTION!? IN 2016!? WHAT THE HELL IS THE DEVELOPER THINKING!? Sure, you can start the game in
later chapters you've gotten to, but without the inventory you brought with you or any impact on your humanity carrying over...
WHY HAVE A HUMANITY METER IF YOU CAN'T SAVE IT!?

As it stands, you have TWO OPTIONS to play this game (three if you decide to take a pass):
1) LEAVE THE GAME OPEN FOR DAYS UNTIL YOU FINISH IT, AND I HAVE NO IDEA HOW LONG IT IS, BUT I
*NEVER* READ A BOOK IN A SINGLE SITTING, DO YOU!?
2) Disabuse yourself of the notion that many of the decisions you make are of any consequence (what equipment to choose,
hard choices that effect your humanity) as that and who knows what else is swept clean every time you play.

I was so sad, almost horrified (and not in the way a zombie game should be) that something so lazy, so awful, should be visited
on a game like this.

I want reading games, and choose your own adventure games to thrive... the one thing it doesn't need is POOR
IMPLEMENTATION.

For shame. Was having a good time until I put it down, convincing myself "that CAN'T BE what they mean, that all your
progress is deleted every time you restart) -- came back to see indeed the game delivers on an entirely different nightmare than
promised, then I uninstalled.

To not implement a means to save progress in a game like this, on steam... is just disgusting and lazy. Even books have
bookmarks. This game can't even be bothered to give you that.

Booooo. Booooo.
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Boo.. I loved this game. So far this is my favorite escape the room game. Easily forgot I was in my living room and found
myself avoiding tables and items in the game as if they were real. Its short but sweet. For that reason do not look up any
walkthroughs! Save the satisfaction for yourself!! Also this was a good intro to VR game. My aunt said she would just take a
look for a minute. She ended up playing this for over a half hour. As a non-gamer everything in this came naturally to her..
What in the actual ♥♥♥♥ did I just play..... \u2764 Audience \u2764
\u2611 Beginner
\u2611 Casual Gamer
\u2610 Normal Gamer
\u2610 Expert

\u263c Graphics \u263c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u266c Music \u266c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2620 Difficulty \u2620
\u2611 Easy
\u2611 Average
\u2610 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Hard
\u2610 Unfair

\u00a7 Bugs \u00a7
\u2610 Bugs destroy the game
\u2610 Lots of bugs
\u2610 Few Bugs
\u2610 You can use them for speedrun
\u2611 Nothing encountered

\u262f Story \u262f
\u2611 There is none
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2694 Gameplay \u2694
\u2610 Frustrating
\u2610 Sleepy
\u2611 Boring
\u2611 Fun
\u2610 Challenging

\u06de Game time \/ Length \u06de
\u2611 Really short (0 - 3 hours)
\u2610 Short (4 - 8 hours)
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\u2610 Few hours (10 - 20 hours) [if you focus on the main story]
\u2610 Long (40-60 hours) [if you complete everything]
\u2610 Very Long (61-100 hours)
\u2610 Extremely Long (101+ hours)

$ Price \/ Quality $
\u2610 Full price
\u2611 Wait for Sale
\u2610 Don't buy
\u2610 Refund it if you can
\u2610 Free. Short and rather underwhelming hidden objects game. Just about good enough as part of a super cheap bundle
otherwise don't bother.

38\/100
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